A novel cooperative guidance scenario is proposed that implements fire-and-forget attacks for seeker-less missiles with a cheap finder for stationary targets and without requiring real-time communication among missiles or precise position information. Within the proposed cooperative scenario, the classic leader-follower framework is utilized, and a two-stage cooperative guidance law is derived for the seeker-less missile. Linear-quadratic optimal control and biased proportional navigation guidance (PNG) are employed to develop this two-stage cooperative guidance law to minimize the control cost in the first stage and to reduce the maximum acceleration command in the second stage when the acceleration command is continuous. Simulations and comparisons are conducted that demonstrate the effectiveness and advantages of the proposed guidance law.
Introduction
Homing guidance systems that can implement fire-andforget attacks have been rapidly developed and widely applied [1, 2] . In recent years, studies on homing guidance have dealt with constraints in the angle of impact [3] , mostly through the employment of optimal control theory [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] . Moreover, constraints on the maximum acceleration command are also commonly considered [14, 15] . As is wellknown, a seeker is essential to homing guidance systems, which is, however, very expensive. Therefore, it has become necessary to study guidance systems for seeker-less missiles.
Studies on the guidance of seeker-less missiles are mainly classified into two categories. The first category employs external guidance [1] , whereby a ground station is utilized to control the trajectory of the seeker-less missile and to implement a precise hit [16, 17] . However, due to the involvement of a ground station, the fire-and-forget aspect of the missile attack cannot be implemented, and the position of the ground station is likely to be exposed. The other category is a scenario in which cooperative guidance is utilized, in which the seeker-less missile is guided by a separate missile with a seeker to hit the target [18, 19] . These two aforementioned cooperative guidance methods require realtime communication among the missiles and information on their precise position. It is well-known that the position of seeker-less missiles is commonly measured by the INS/GNSS (Inertial Navigation System and Global Navigation Satellite System), which inevitably induces localization errors. Moreover, real-time communication among missiles makes radio-silent attacks impossible, and the content of communications may be received and decoded by opponents, inducing difficulty for the defense penetration of missiles.
To address the aforementioned issues, a new cooperative guidance scenario is proposed to implement fire-and-forget attacks for seeker-less missiles without requiring real-time communication and precise position information. In this scenario, an onboard finder that is much cheaper than a seeker is employed for a seeker-less missile. Even though the measurement information produced by such a finder (the line-of-sight angle) is identical to that of the seeker, the finder has the following features that can clearly reduce costs, as the object of measurement would be another missile in the missile cluster: (1) the lock-on distance is remarkably reduced and (2) the requirements for identification capabilities are reduced, as information on the precise design of other missiles can be derived in advance, and there is no active disturbance or invisibility among these missiles. Therefore, this finder may be considered a cheaper version of a seeker, with a reduced lock-on distance and reduced requirements for identification capabilities. To differentiate this device from commonly used seekers, this device will be defined in this paper as a "finder." Due to its features, a seeker-less missile with this finder will not be able to employ certain common laws of guidance, for a reduced lock-on distance and reduced identification capabilities for the finder would result in the target being undetectable.
Within this proposed cooperative guidance scenario, a missile with a seeker that can independently hit the target is located in the front of the missile cluster during the flight, while other seeker-less missiles equipped with finders can hit the target in sequence by tracking the position of the nearest missile at the front, including the missile with the seeker. In this scenario, the employment of the finder reduces costs, and the number of cooperative missiles may be conveniently increased, considering the reduced lock-on distance. In addition, to implement the aforementioned cooperative guidance scenario, a two-stage guidance law is designed for the seekerless missile by employing linear-quadratic optimal control and biased proportional navigation guidance (PNG).
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, the novel cooperative guidance scenario is introduced. In Section 3, the two-stage guidance law employing linear-quadratic optimal control and biased PNG is described for the implementation of the cooperative guidance scenario. In Section 4, the simulation results are presented and analyzed to verify the effectiveness and superiority of the proposed guidance law. Conclusions are drawn in the last section.
The Proposed Cooperative Guidance Scenario
Within the proposed cooperative guidance scenario (as shown in Figure 1 ), the classic leader-follower framework is employed, where n seeker-less missiles with finders are guided by a missile with a seeker (denoted as L) to cooperatively hit a stationary target. Considering the relatively short lock-on distance of the finder, the number of cooperative missiles, i.e., n, can be conveniently increased in this proposed cooperative guidance scenario. In Figure 1 , only missile L is equipped with a seeker, and the seeker-less missile can easily implement a fire-and-forget attack by tracking the position of the nearest missile in front using its finder. In this work, for any two missiles with a tracking relationship, the tracked missile is considered as the leader and the tracking one the follower. Therefore, as shown in Figure 1 , missile L is the leader of the missiles F 1 , F 2 , … , F n , and missile F 1 is the leader of the missiles F 11 , F 12 , … , F 1n , etc.
In this cooperative guidance scenario, the missile L with the seeker could directly employ certain common guidance laws (e.g., PNG) to achieve an accurate hit, while the seeker-less missile can merely track its leader according to the information on relative motion derived by the finder. Considering that the finder of the follower missile will be ineffective if the lead missile has already hit its target, the law of guidance for seeker-less missiles is designed to be separated into two stages based on whether the leader has hit the target. Clearly, for the second stage of the seeker-less missile (i.e., its leader has hit the target), the initial relative motion between the target and seeker-less missile is derived by the finder with the assumption that the leader will finally arrive at the stationary target; thus, the seeker-less missile can implement certain common guidance laws (e.g., PNG) as the rate of change in the line-of-sight (LOS) angle for the target is derived in real time via the relative kinematic equations. Therefore, a precise hit by the seeker-less missile is achievable at the end of the second stage of guidance. Clearly, cooperative guidance between the seeker-less missile and its leader only exists during the first stage of guidance.
For the two-stage law of guidance for the seeker-less missile to be effective, any impact between the seeker-less missile and its leader must be avoided in the first stage, which will be studied later (Remark 2 of Section 3.2). In addition, during the first stage of guidance, the total cost of control for the seeker-less missile is minimized to save energy (as is commonly done in practice), while for the second stage of guidance, the maximum acceleration command is minimized in order to reduce requirements on the actuator.
Guidance Law Formulation
3.1. Model Linearization. Considering that the proposed cooperative guidance scenario consists of multiple groups with a leader-follower framework, a single leader-follower framework is first illustrated. During the first stage of a seeker-less missile (as a leader), its followers can be considered to be in the middle guidance stage, which is out of the scope of this work and thus not introduced here. Therefore, the missile L or only seeker-less missiles in the second stage are considered as leaders. The geometry between the leader M l , follower M i , and the target in the inertial reference coordinate X-O-Y is shown in Figure 2 , in which the variables with the subscripts i and l, respectively, represent the states of the follower and leader in motion. Moreover, V, a, θ, q, and r denote the speed, normal acceleration, heading angle, LOS angle, and LOS distance, respectively.
The speed of all missiles is considered to be constant in this work, and the relative kinematic equations between the leader and follower are given as follows: 
We define the error between the position coordinate for the leader and follower relative to the y-axis as y i ; thus,
To simplify the derivation of the guidance law, a linearization process is implemented. We approximate that there is no normal acceleration for the leader, as will be illustrated in Section 3.3. We also assume that θ i is sufficiently small [20] . The reason is that for the leader implements the rectilinear motion and the x-axis of the employed inertial reference coordinate is defined as being approximately along the motion direction of the leader; the heading angle of the leader is small. Moreover, the heading angle of the follower would be essentially identical to that of the leader, as the terminal guidance for a maneuvering target commonly ends up in a tail-chase situation and the tracking target for the follower is the leader in this work. Therefore, the heading angle of the follower θ i can be regarded as sufficiently small. The derivative of equation (5) is taken to be
As the leader flies straight, it is assumed without loss of generality that θ l = 0. The state vector is defined as
Therefore, the linearized guidance model can be derived as
where
3.2. Optimal Control Problem. As the follower only requires the employment of the common guidance law in the second stage, it is assumed that the PNG is utilized without loss of generality. Therefore, for the first stage of guidance, the following cost function is introduced to reduce the maximum acceleration for the second stage (the first term) and to minimize the control effort (the second term).
where b is a positive constant and t 0 and t fl denote the status at the initial and terminal instant of time, respectively, for the first stage of guidance. The constant w is defined as
where c is a positive constant and N i is the navigation gain of follower M i during the second stage of guidance. An explanation for the choice of w will be provided as the 2nd point of Remark 2.
As q i is assumed to be sufficiently small, it can be approximated as
Therefore, according to equation (3), the lead angle of the follower η i can be formulated as
Substituting equation (13) into equation (10) yields
Then, the cost function shown in equation (14) can be classically reformulated as 
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It is well-known that the solution of the optimal control problem formulated by equations (8) and (15) is
where K t is derived by numerically solving the associated differential matrix Riccati equation formulated as
The matrixes A, B, and K t can be reformulated as
Substituting equations (19) , (20) , and (21) into equation (18) Assuming that q i and θ i are sufficiently small and that θ l = 0, it can be approximated that the follower flies along the straight-line trajectory of the leader. Therefore, r i t lf can be estimated by
where r i t 0 is derived by the finder at the initial time.
If the leader is the missile L, and by employing PNG, t fl can be directly derived by the existing approach as [21] 
where N l is the navigation gain of missile L. Moreover, the initial distance between the missile L and the target r L t 0 can be derived [3] . If the leader is a seeker-less missile (e.g., the missile F 1 ), t fl can be approximately derived as
where V F 1 is the velocity of missile F 1 and r F 1 t 0 is the initial distance between the missile L and F 1 . Similarly, if the leader is the seeker-less missile F 11 , equation (26) can be rephrased as
where V F 11 and r F 11 t 0 are the velocity of missile F 11 and the initial distance between missiles F 1 and F 11 , respectively. Therefore, a follower is required to derive the distance between its leader and the target at the initial time.
Remark 2. The three criteria for the guidance mentioned in Section 2 can be satisfied.
(1) For the first stage of guidance, it can be derived from equation (24) that ∀t ∈ t 0 , t fl ,
Evidently, the impact between the leader and follower is avoided with the condition V i < V l . Moreover, when V i ≥ V l , an impact can also be avoided if r i t 0 satisfies
In addition, by considering the limited lock-on distance of the finder, the upper limit of r i t 0 which will be implemented during the middle guidance stage, can be derived, i.e.,
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where l d denotes the lock-on distance of the finder.
(2) Because the follower can employ the PNG during the second stage of guidance, i.e.,
Substituting equation (2) into equation (31) yields
Since V l = 0 in the second stage, equation (32) can be rephrased as
As the initial acceleration of the PNG is at a maximum, the term w/2 η 3.3. Two-Stage Guidance. Clearly, it is more convenient to implement the guidance algorithm if it is reformulated with respect to variables that can be directly measured by onboard instruments. Therefore, an alternative measurable state vector for the acceleration command during the first stage is provided in this subsection. With the assumptions that θ l = 0 and θ i is sufficiently small, equation (5) can be rephrased as
Moreover, because equation (12) is identical to
the state vector can be redefined as
and it can be derived that
Then, substituting equation (37) into equation (23) yields
In the second stage of guidance, if the follower employs the PNG, the acceleration command would be discontinuous at the initial time, since
where t lf + and t lf − represent the initial time of the second stage and the terminal time of the first stage, respectively. Therefore, a biased PNG is proposed for the seeker-less missile during the second stage, i.e.,
where h = r i t r i t lf 42
Both η i t lf + and a i t lf − are sufficiently small if optimal control is implemented in the first stage of guidance. Thus, η i < π/2 can be guaranteed during the second stage of guidance. Thus, both r i and h are monotonously decreasing during this stage, which further means that equation (41) will converge to the PNG, and the miss distance as well as the terminal acceleration command of the biased PNG could be identical to 0. Moreover, it is verified that the normal acceleration of the leader is approximately identical to 0 when the missile L and the seeker-less missile in the second stage employ the PNG and the biased PNG, respectively, with greater navigation gain.
Simulation and Analysis
In our analysis, three seeker-less missiles with finders, guided by a missile with a seeker, cooperatively hit a stationary target located at 12000 m and 1000 m. The measurement relationship between the missiles and their initial states of motion are presented in Figure 3 and Table 1 , in which L represents the missile with the seeker, while F 1 , F 2 , and F 3 represent seeker-less missiles. The missile L employs the PNG, while These two-stage guidance laws change to second stage if the leader is lost for follower. In Figure 3 , two different cases are considered: (1) the leader is a missile with a seeker (for F 1 ) and (2) the leaders are seeker-less missiles with finders (for F 2 and F 3 ). To achieve a precise hit, the miss distance and normal acceleration command of these missiles and the relative distance between the leader and follower are required to be less than 5 m, 20 m/s 2 , and 1200 m/s 2 , respectively.
Sample Simulation.
The simulation results for the proposed two-stage guidance law are presented in Figure 4 .
The trajectories of the four missiles are illustrated in Figure 4 (a), which indicates that all seeker-less missiles that correspond to the two cases could precisely hit their targets when the two-stage guidance law is employed for follower missiles with the leader in the first stage. Figure 4(b) shows the leader-follower distance (missile-target distance during second guidance stage), in which it indicates that all the seeker-less missiles can satisfy requirements for miss distances and lock-on distances of finders with the proposed cooperative guidance law. 
Comparison of Two Modified Two-Stage Guidance Laws.
To verify the superiority of the proposed cost function for the first stage and the biased PNG for the second stage, two modified two-stage guidance laws using the existing formulations are introduced. For the first modified guidance law, the zeroeffort miss distance is considered to produce an optimal state of initial motion for the second stage of guidance, as is commonly done in the literature; i.e., the cost function shown in equation (10) is rewritten as [22] 
where ς and ζ are positive constants and Δt denotes the error in flight time between the leader and follower, which is essentially identical to r i t 0 /V. For the second modified guidance law, the existing PNG is utilized for the second guidance stage instead of the proposed biased PNG. With the first or second modified two-stage guidance law, all the miss distances of F 1 , F 2 , and F 3 and the relative distances between leaders and followers would satisfy the requirement, which can be verified by the simulation. However, compared with the results shown in Figure 4(d) for the proposed method, Figure 5(a) , derived by the existing method, indicates that for the first modified two-stage guidance law, the maximum normal acceleration of the seekerless missile during the second stage of guidance is far greater and cannot satisfy the requirement. The reason is that, compared with the cost function introduced in equation (10) 
Conclusion
To achieve a precise hit of a seeker-less missile for a stationary target, a novel cooperative scenario for guidance is proposed in this work that is able to implement fire-and-forget attacks for seeker-less missiles without real-time communication or precise position information. Within the proposed novel cooperative guidance scenario, a two-stage cooperative guidance law is derived for a seeker-less missile. The guidance law for the first stage can produce the minimum control cost for this stage as well as the reduced maximum acceleration command for the second stage. The guidance law for the second stage can guarantee a precise hit for a seeker-less missile with a continuous acceleration command. Simulation results illustrate the effectiveness and superiority of the proposed two-stage guidance law.
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